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!!
ABSTRACT
!!!

Trista L. Parmann  !
Unconventional Platforms:  

The Revival of “Curiosity” in the Postmodern Museum !
Under the direction of Maia Wellington Gahtan  !!!!

This study examines the revival of curiosity in the contemporary, postmodern museum with 

the inclusion of three case studies: The Museum of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles, 

California; Chateau d’Oiron in Oiron France; and the Museum of Old and New Art (Mona) in 

Tasmania, Australia.  It is examined how each museum is consciously critical of the 

institution itself, while simultaneously making parallels to the historical 16th and 17th century 

wunderkammer or cabinet of curiosity – where knowledge was not set in stone, but open 

to the investigation of ideas. This study explores curiosity from a critical perspective and 

argues that the term is not superfluous but essential in provoking inquiry. The intent is to 

shed light on the benefits of incorporating curiosity into museums and to offer proposals for 

future museums practices. 
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PREFACE: 
A Response to Uncertainties 
!!!!

If you know what it’s going to be, what’s the point of making it? 
-Balint Zsako !!

At the end of the 18th century early museums set the standard that public 

collections were to be an expression of knowledge. Political and cultural agendas were 

often incorporated in museum displays, such as the Louvre that contrived to present then 

contemporary French art as the culmination of art-historical evolution by organizing its 

collection in a progressive, chronological order. By means of this paradigm, and others 

similar to it, museums traditionally have assumed the power to configure, or reconfigure, 

certain ideas through the selection and elimination of objects on display. Whether the 

propositions are accurate or false, embellished or simplified, they have conventionally been 

seen through the lenses of the cultural-victors, and then presented to the masses. 

Interpretations of objects are proposed as be absolute “truths,” and the viewer is to accept 

their legitimacy. According to this interpretation, museum is not just a repository of artifacts 

and art, but it is also a platform to express and construct concepts.  

In the 20th and 21st century, museum skeptics have emerged, challenging these 

assumptions, and asking – What is the role of the viewer in the museum? Is the 

categorization and display within museums beneficial? How in-depth should the objects be 

explained? How can a museum ignite and inspire the viewer to discover more? What is the 

difference between fact and interpretation? In response, museum directors, curators, and 

artists have welcomed this scrutiny as an opportunity for self-criticism; and in effect, one of 

the critics of the museum is the museum itself. These institutions have been deemed 

unconventional because they are shifting away from their traditions of being a repository of 
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assumed certainty, and instead are introducing subjectivity in the museum. However, this 

deviation resembles another collecting practice, where ideas were constantly being 

question and discussed – that is the 16th and 17th century wunderkammern, or cabinets of 

curiosity.  This study will analyze three inquisitive institutions that are simultaneously 1

historical and postmodern: The Museum of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles, California; 

Chateau d’Oiron in Oiron, France; and lastly the Museum of Old and New Art (Mona) in 

Tasmania, Australia.  

To create a basis for the analysis of these unconventional museums, the study 

begins by outlining the curiosity cabinet’s twofold history: its 16th – 18th century origins, and 

the Dada and Surrealist revival of curiosity in the 20th century. The analysis of 16th and 17th 

century history is based on various scholars’ works (Evans, Findlen, Hooper-Greenhill, 

Luigli, Murray, Schlosser, Shelton). Each scholar focuses on specific collections, which is 

interpreted using primary source documents. To further ground the historical curiosity 

cabinets, an investigation of a first hand account – the collection of Joseph Bonnier de la 

Mosson – is included in this study to trace the decline of the curiosity tradition in the 18th 

century. 

The “Wunderkammer” section of the Biennale di Venezia: XLII Esposizione 

Internazionale d’Arte (Venice Biennale of 1986) was chosen to facilitate an appreciation of 

curiosity cabinets in the 20th century. With regard to contemporary cabinets of curiosity, it is 

important to understand that the 20th century revival has recently peaked, and is used as a 

point of reference by numerous artists, exhibitions, and museums. One might therefore 

expect the inclusion of Mark Dion’s full-fledged cabinet installations (fig 1), or Damien Hirst’s 

animals preserved in formaldehyde and displayed in large vitrines (fig 2), but individual 
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artists are not the focus of this study. There have also been several exhibitions, such as 

Wunderkammer: A Century of Curiosities (Museum of Modern Art, 2008) and historically 

accurate re-installations, such as the permanent exhibition at the Walters Art Museum in 

Baltimore (fig 3), but neither are these examples the main focus of this study. Therefore, 

although there are many examples that could have been used to illustrate the resurgence of 

the idea of curiosity in recent decades, only the Biennale exhibition was used as the case 

study encompasses both individual artists inspired by the curiosity tradition as well as a 

historically accurate installation.  

Following an analysis of the background to the curiosity tradition, the exploration of 

the three selected institutions is divided into individual studies. Each is examined under 

three ‘lenses’: 1). What is the expected visitor experience? 2). Why is the institution an 

expression of the curiosity tradition? 3). How is the institution critical of its antecedents? 

Through these lenses, the study attempts to explore how the curiosity revival has created 

an experience that is both provoking and astonishing, yet at the same time irrational and 

strange. All three institutions teeter precariously between wonder and discomfort, which 

can be disorienting, while at the same time stimulating to its visitors.  

In addition, the study looks at how incorporating aspects of the historical curiosity 

cabinet has been successful, but also challenged to the museum tradition itself. The 

institutions are consciously differing from the traditional model of museums, in ways that are 

sometimes obvious and at times masked. Within this new structure they represent 

innovative proposals for future practices, yet their intention is not to formulate a solution, 

but rather to allow further questions and critiques to arise. Given the inherent subjectivity of 

contemporary theoretical practice, and the multifaceted history of the curiosity cabinet 

itself, the examination of these institutions is a considerable undertaking. The reader must 

therefore be open to the indefinite interpretations of the pre-scientific past and positivist 
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past, and the ambiguities of contemporary postmodernism, to discover why the “re-

opening” of the curiosity cabinet in unconventional settings is significant to the study of 

contemporary museology. 
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1. THE FOUNDATION: 

Curiosity Cabinets in the 16th & 17th Centuries 
!
In the 15th and 16th century, the vast number of explorations and new discoveries 

created a need to represent this seemingly new and changing world. Without the ability to 

experience the new world at first hand there was a ‘slippage’ in what was perceived as 

“true” and a method to rationalize the seemingly irrational was crucial. A system of 

organization evolved, which became the wunderkammer or cabinet of curiosity. The term 

wunderkammer literally means “room of wonders” and so it was a place where disparate 

objects were brought together to gain a better understanding of the world. In many early 

wunderkammern objects were not separated, which can be seen in illustrations showing 

these spaces, such as in Museum Calceolarium (Verona, 1622, fig 4).  From a glance inside 

Francesco Calzolari’s cabinet, it can be seen how the arrangements and juxtapositions 

between objects created the possibility for certain dialogues to emerge. Strange 

assortments of stuffed animals are dramatically suspended from the ceiling, inviting the 

viewer to study their similarities and differences, while on the shelves, shells are 

interspersed amongst fanciful urns allowing one to admire the craftsmanship of objects 

created by human art versus those of nature. This arrangement called for a blending of 

various disciplines, which today have become distinct categories. The early development of 
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the practice began with an “emphasis on knowing, discovering and interpreting, and on the 

power of the gaze of man to decipher…”   2

Bringing objects together can be said to characterize historical collecting practice, 

with curiosity collections spanning three centuries in various European countries, although 

the specific collections often reflected the localized taste of the collector rather than 

following a set of generally accepted conventions. The keepers of these collections had 

many reasons for gathering specific objects, but the most important reason was to create a 

complete representation of the world in which they lived. Collectors included wealthy 

individuals such as princes, dukes, kings, and emperors, but even scholars, merchants, 

poets, doctors, priests, artists, and scientists had a hand in these practices. To put this 

multiplicity into perspective, the historian Krzysztof Pomian, noted the following, 

Between 1556-1560 the Netherland collector Hubert Goltzius listed 968 
collections that was to be found in the Low Countries, Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland, France, and Italy. Another collector, Pierre Borel (1620-71), 
personally knew of 63 collections in France, while the Venetian Republic 
could boast at least 70… Not all (collections) were motivated by identical 
desires, nor did they follow the same model of organization.  3

!
The cabinets also dealt with politics, because obtaining knowledge went hand-in-hand with 

obtaining power. This can be seen clearly in royal collections, but even the professor and 

scholar, Ulisse Aldrovandi had this aim, or rather obsession, to collect all aspects of nature 

to express his “personal glory” and “philosophical fulfillment.”   4

Another common goal of many collectors was to create a “universal collection”, “a 

world in miniature” or a “macrocosm”. In other words, the curiosity cabinet was a mirror of 
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the world, and when completed it was an idealized reflection. In France the encyclopedic 

collectors were defined as curieux, and were known for their passion and dedication to 

achieving an encyclopedic vision to find a deeper knowledge.  Krzysztof Pomian stated five 5

specific collectors obsessed with creating an encyclopedic collections that is similar to an 

encyclopedia: Pierre Borgel, Andrea Vendramin, Federigo Contarini, Girolamo Gualdo, and 

Ludovico Moscardo. Although this concept was popular amongst collectors, it was quite 

an undertaking and often impossible, for like Noah’s Ark, the collection was not complete 

until every aspect of the world was contained in the ‘cabinet.’  

The objects stored within the cabinet, not only allowed for understanding of the 

known world, but created a context for the New World. However, the displays of strange or 

odd objects were not meant to showcase an “alien culture”, but to decipher and explore 

the newfound dimension, or the unknown lands.  The actual origins of the objects were not 6

seen as important, and were often simply classified as “non-European.”  This broad 7

category testifies that there were many sweeping generalizations made with the cabinet’s 

categorization, and suggests that the focus was not on overall organization but 

interpretation. In addition, these artifacts from the New World, contained and displayed 

amongst more familiar European ones, created a dialogue between the objects. “Thus all 

the languages of the world, taken together, in their interlacing and positioning in space, 

made up the truth of the world by analogy (Foucault).”  This display was not just to 8

generate similarities, but also “wonder” at the differences. It is stated that Aldrovandi 
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implemented curiosity to demystify nature.  The collections were a means to show, that 9

nature was an uncontrollable force. Krzysztof Pomian defines curiosity as “a desire to see, 

learn, or possess rare, new, secret or remarkable things.”  The displays and relationships 10

between objects would therefore produce more questions and stimulate their viewers to 

closely observe the juxtapositions to uncover new truths.  

The mysterious relationships were also a kind of visual language. It was thought that 

there was just as much to read in objects as there was in books.  In addition, the 11

collection became a form of mnemonic devise. As explained by Eileen Hooper-Greenhill, 

this obsession of collecting the marvelous began with the renaissance of the classical art of 

memory, as documented by Frances Yates,  

In the choosing of images to remember with, the student of rhetoric is 
advised to choose those things that will be easiest to remember, that is, 
those things that are the most striking or unusual, beautiful or hideous, 
comic or obscure.   12!

The use of collections as mnemonic depended on visual cues. The emphasis on the visual 

character of how objects were displayed and arranged gave a unique signature to a 

collection. In Aldrovandi’s collection he had thousands of objects placed in various ways— 

on shelves, hung on walls and the ceiling, or placed in bottles. There were objects of all 

kinds, described as “rare, exceptional, extraordinary, exotic and monstrous things.”  Paula 13
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Findlen notes that this arrangement “beckoned the viewers to single them out, one by one, 

in contemplating how so many things have arrived at once.”   14

	 Yet a mnemonic system of organization was exemplified with Giulio Camillo’s   

construction of the Memory Theatre in the 1530’s. Camillo built took material objects to 

“reveal the secret of the universe which could then be apprehended, understood, 

synthesized, and memorized.”  It was an elaborate method built for the French king 15

François I. The theatre was semicircular and had seven tiers, similar to an amphitheatre (fig 

5). It was not intended for a large group for only two people could stand in the room at a 

time. It attempted to be an encyclopedic treatise representing “the planets, the simple 

elements of matter, the elements in a state of mixture, man’s inner being, the juncture in 

him of body and soul, the varieties of his works and finally the arts.”  Unlike many systems 16

of collecting of objects, the Theatre of Memory compiled words and illustrations of classical 

mythology to symbolize specific concepts. Through this analogical system it was believed 

that nature could be comprehended through the associations made.  

Another system of categorization was the division of artificilia and naturalia. Natural 

objects became important features of the collection. For example, when Aldrovandi 

obtained a serpent, it enhanced the scientific importance of his collection.  Objects that 17

were considered part of the naturalia division could be exotic leaves, coral, bones, and 

stones — things one would expect to find in a Natural History museum today. Artificilia 

consisted of man-made objects, such as art, manuscripts, finely crafted sculptures etc. 

Notably the natural objects were often transformed with synthetic elements. This process 
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could be quite elaborate, such as the addition of intricate ironwork and gold leaf added to 

large shells. Therefore the cabinets did not just contain the divisions of artificilia and 

naturalia, but through a kind of metamorphosis, a fusion between the two disciplines was 

often made. The compilation of these elements was a way for man to seem to control an 

inherently uncontrollable nature. Collectors would gather and examine the objects as a 

means to further discuss aspects of the natural world. Nor did this scrutiny just consist of 

observation, it was also a tactile experience, for touching and holding the objects were 

essential to the process of understanding.  18

In addition to naturalia and artificilia, some objects were considered to be mirabilia 

meaning wonders or miracles. As noted by Paula Findlen, “In the tradition of a good 

encyclopedist, Aldrovandi modified Pliny’s category of mirabilia to include artifacts whose 

“wonder” addressed the concerns of his own audience.”  She goes on to describe the 19

fading “novelty” of these objects like the first sunflower in Bologna, Italy (1594). Although 

groups of people gathered to see the miraculous flower, after it was once seen the 

fascination had dwindled. This caused a strategy of having to replace the ordinary with 

“another object of worth.”  Mirabila is an important category in the history of the curiosity 20

cabinet tradition because what is considered a “wonder” is not stagnant but rather 

changes frequently.   

Although all these elements were meant to be a reflection of the ‘world’ it was often 

a private world behind closed cabinet doors. Only by invitation could someone be able to 

see these fanciful collections and the various objects within. Some of the guests invited to 

further study the curiosities documented their experiences, such as John Evelyn an English 
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journalist. In some ways, he parallels modern tourists, as he travels and writes about his 

personal experiences. He had the privilege to see a variety of curiosities throughout Europe 

in the 17th century, and his reports shed light on the specific objects perceived as 

wondrous. His records of artificilia objects included divers urns; a torpedo; many Indian 

weapons, curiosities out of China, and of the Eastern countries’ (The Bourse: 24-29 August 

1641) and Egyptian Idols’ (10 miles from Naples, 7 August 1645). In addition a vast amount 

of naturalia was spoken of: a cock with four legs (Rotterdam & Amsterdam: 7-18 August 

1641); exotic plants; skeletons of the whale, elephant, fly, and spiders; mummies; fishes, 

serpents, and shells; a crocodile; the head of the rhinoceros (The Bourse: 24-29 August 

1641); an extraordinary great crocodile: a salamander; and another of the branches of 

palm; many Indian fruits; a divers sort of tarantulas, being a kind of monstrous spiders 

(Naples: 4 February 1645); corals, minerals, stones; crabs of the red-sea; incomparable 

shells, at least 1000 sorts; curious collection of Insects; 10,000 sorts of Tulips; head of the 

rhinoceros bird; one butterfly resembling a perfect bird (Spain: 21 May 1651). There were 

also the objects that were a fusion of artificilia and naturalia, such as: the figure of Isis cut in 

wood of a great proportion and antiquity (The Bourse: 24-29 August 1641); silk; table of the 

rinds of trees written with Janonique characters (Naples: 4 February 1645) . 21

In his writings John Evelyn is interpreting the various curiosities, but also recording 

the sense of astonishment he experienced. In regards to the “spider skeleton” he notes, “…

a very delicate piece of Art as well as Nature… how the bones (if so I may name) of so 

tender an Insect could possibly be separated from the mucilaginous part of that minute 

animal.” These documents written by travelers, along with visitors’ books, testify to the 

marvel of the collections and role of curiosity cabinets as a place of knowledge and thought 

expansion. It allowed for natural objects to be studied, and helped make sense of the 
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unknown.  

From the above, it is apparent that the curiosity cabinet was a complex 

phenomenon. It was not only a space to inspire curiosity and wonder, but also critical 

thinking. Many of the objects gave rise to questions, and it took time, patience, and rational 

thought to find answers to the issues raised by the cabinets’ ambiguities. The tradition 

foreshadowed the Scientific Revolution, whereby the collector’s made hypotheses about 

their objects and then tried to solve the unknowns by examining objects through unique 

associations. Text in the cabinets was minimal, and instead of reading to convey 

knowledge, the curiosity cabinet was solely visual. The written words offered a uniform and 

clear way of communicating knowledge, while visual information can be interpreted in 

various ways. In the 16th and 17th centuries, visual knowledge allowed each individual to 

freely evaluate the evidence and draw his or her own conclusion. The curiosity cabinet was 

not a place that offered a single, clear-cut answer, but instead was a platform for ranging 

discussions and distinctive interpretations.  
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2. THE DISPERSION: 

Private to Public – Curiosity & Wonder Degraded 
!
In the 18th century, the original impulse of the curiosity cabinet was beginning to 

falter. Language was no longer perceived as a compilation of “things” but rather 

”thoughts”  and the visual components of the curiosity cabinet were no longer perceived 22

as entirely rational. Objects once kept within private collections were being dispersed to 

public museums with a consequent reorganization of the collections to be a beacon of 

“social, political, and epistemological order.”  The public expected that objects be on 23

display for all, suggesting that shared knowledge was in demand. Despite these changes, 

some collectors still held on to the traditions of the curiosity cabinet, one of which being 
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Joseph Bonnier de la Mosson. Although the collection tradition would be considered 

‘useless’ in a few short decades, it will be explored how collecting remained important 

provides a key to understanding the transition from curiosity tradition to more modern 

practices.  

The curiosity cabinets of Joseph Bonnier de la Mosson (1702-1744) were built in an 

hôtel particulier on the rue des Dominiques in Paris. This construction, which, began in 

1735, is quite fascinating because it owes a debt to ‘irrationalities’ of the past but is starting 

to take his contemporary views into consideration. This process can be best understood by 

analyzing the complete catalogue of the collection published in 1744, titled Catalogue de 

Raisson.  It was composed by the famous art-dealer Gersaint after the death of Bonnier 24

de la Mosson. In the 18th century there was an increase of the production of catalogues, 

which symbolized the collection’s completion. This process echoes the observation of 

Walter Benjamin who states, “The phenomena of collecting loses its meaning as it loses its 

personal owner… Only in extinction is the collector comprehended.”  The documentation 25

of Bonnier de la Mosson’s cabinets are classified as such: Cabinet of Anatomy; Cabinet of 

Chemistry, or the Laboratory; Cabinet of Pharmacy; Cabinet of Drugs; Cabinet of Tour & 

Tools for the Arts and Occupations; First Cabinet of Natural History (animals in liquid phials); 

Second Cabinet of Natural History (desiccated animals); Cabinet of Mechanics & Physics; & 

Cabinet of Shells. In addition, the catalogue also documented the following categories: 

Print Collection for Natural History and Other Sciences; Tableaux (Paintings); Bronzes; 

Porcelain Reliefs and Non-Reliefs; & Curious Marbles and Jewels .  26
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Mirroring the catalogue or mirrored by catalogue, the objects were displayed in 

distinct categories, suggesting that each object was to be examined more closely. In 

Bonnier de la Mosson’s collection, objects were arranged in a methodically, contained in 

specific cabinets or drawers, which mediated between the objects and the viewer.  With 

the collection of Bonnier de la Mosson, the categorization and display method seem to 

diminish the layered complexities of the original notion of the wunderkammer or curiosity 

cabinet. With the curiosities sorted and categorized, each object’s purpose is clearly 

defined. Earlier wunderkammern were known for their theatrical display with objects in the 

open, some even hanging on walls and on the ceiling, although not all collections displayed 

objects in this manner.  Making all the wondrous visible at glance highlighted its purpose 27

of being a macrocosm. Spectators could walk in and look at every corner, or space within 

the room. The multiplicity of the objects created an aesthetic experience, and the 

placement of objects would create strange, beautiful, or mysterious relations. According to 

Foucault, the centuries following the 16th century perceived the earlier period as “disordered 

and confused”  and therefore subjective, unhelpful in the quest of absolute knowledge. 28

With the separation of objects into distinct disciplines, such as medicine and philosophy, 

objects could assume a distinct function rather than being merely curiosities.  

Looking beyond the organization and viewing the collection as a whole, Bonnier de 

la Mosson’s collection still stands as a unique representation of the curiosity tradition. An 

obvious indication is that the objects are referred to as “curiosities.” There are a number of 

historical prints by the architect Jean-Bapiste Courtonne that portray the collection. By 

examining these drawings, such as a cabinet of coral (fig 6), it is apparent that the 
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collection’s organization is analytical and scientific, however there is still aesthetic appeal. 

The beauty of display was of critical importance to the curiosity tradition, and can still be 

seen in Bonnier de la Mosson’s collection through the elaborate floral designs, shells, and 

animal horns. These decorations on the cabinets referred directly to the objects within, 

thereby making the container itself an element of fascination.  

The Catalogue de Raisson notes that the cabinets had glass doors.  With objects 29

inside, the viewing experience was transformed from a three-dimensional experience, to a 

two-dimensional perspective. Although the cabinets separated the objects and created a 

barrier between the objects and the viewer, the glass still allowed – even encouraged – 

associations to be made. Since the cabinets were placed next to each other within a room, 

the viewer could make connections with objects shown through the openings in each 

cabinet. It is true that the viewer was not completely immersed in the collection, but a 

connection between objects could still be made. The human skull contained in the Cabinet 

of Anatomy could be compared in size to the foot of an elephant in the Cabinet of Animals, 

or the anatomy of a dried butterfly in the Cabinet of Natural History to the complexity of a 

sculpted ivory cross in the Cabinet of Tours. Of course these objects could not be 

compared side by side, but rather in a panoramic view, allowing the viewer to make their 

own associations between the cabinets. This relationship between different discourses may 

not have come to mind with every visitor, as some might have just studied the objects 

cabinet by cabinet. Nevertheless, as all possible dialogues were not previously contrived, 

and were therefore boundless, these inter-relationships between the categorizations were 

potentially continuous.  

Therefore, it is not necessarily the actual display that hindered individual 

interpretations, but instead the catalogue where everything is outlined. Bonnier de la 
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Mosson’s contemporaries idealized rational thought and the advancements in scientific 

discovery, which contributed to the slow decline of the practice of the curiosity cabinets. 

Even Bonnier de la Mosson stated, 

Most of those who without any prior study of natural history, which to have 
collections of this sort are people of leisure with little to occupy their time 
otherwise, who are looking for amusement and regard being placed in the 
ranks as curious as achievement.  30!

However, Bonnier de la Mosson’s display method shows the slow demise of the curiosity 

tradition and the beginning of discourses being isolated as curiosities were progressively 

“rationalized” in the appropriate cabinet, but still invited viewers to make individual 

interpretations within the display.  Although Bonnier de la Mosson found a balance 31

between rational thought and curiosity, this was not true for every collection and cabinets 

continued to be dismantled. The collecting practices were seen as unnecessary, frivolous, 

and unproductive. Curiosity was seen as the “mark of an amateur”  and the expression of 32

an imperfect science. The capacity to wonder became seen as an ignorant and naïve 

emotion, in which only vulnerable individuals would become ensnared, such as “women, 

the very young, the very old, primitive people, and the uneducated masses, a motley group 

collectively designated as the ‘vulgar’.”   33

Many of the newly formed museums tried to disassociate themselves from curiosity. 

The focus for museums turned to public education, and Charles Willson Peale’s museum in 
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Philadelphia is one of the institutions that concentrated on this approach. Founded in 1794, 

Peale made his private collection public, and wanted to obtain more natural history objects 

to have a complete display of the discipline.  Although not called a cabinet of curiosity like 34

Bonnier de la Mosson’s, the museum still held many of the natural objects that were known 

to be collected in cabinets, but presented in a new light. The structure of the cabinet was 

dismantled in Peale’s museum, however the mindset of curiosity was not completely 

abandoned. Peale still collected objects that were unfamiliar to his viewers, which they 

could observe and investigate at their leisure.  

With the opening of with Barnum’s American Museum in 1841 curiosity became 

associated with entertainment and the context was tainted further with vulgarity. According 

to criticisms of the museum, Barnum focused on amusement with its “million of curiosities”, 

which included midgets, mermaids, glass blowers, ventriloquists, Siamese twins, and even 

a hat worn by Ulysses S. Grant. The objects were presented to shock, but little educational 

value or stimulation derived from the display.  However, it was argued, if the museum had 35

presented these objects in a more enlightened way, the experience for visitors would not 

solely have been about the surprise-factor but rather something with substance. With 

Barnum himself referring to his collection as “curiosities”, it could be said that curiosity was 

degraded and the original framework as a means of stimulating individual investigation, 

exemplified by the early wunderkammer and cabinets like Bonnier de la Mosson’s, had 

become mere spectacle.  
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3. THE REDISCOVERY: 

Voyage through the Wonders of the 20th Century
!
The passage of time shows that ideas of the past often resurface, and this is true 

with the curiosity cabinet. For almost a century the curiosity cabinet or wunderkammer was 

all but forgotten. A resurfacing began with scholarly studies in the early part of the 20th 

century – David Murray, Museums, Their History and Their Use in 1904, and more 

important still Julius Von Schlosser, Die Kunst- und Wunderkammern der Spätrenaissance 
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in 1908. Although the revival began in the universities, the re-discovered collecting tradition 

soon inspired artists and curators. The early artistic revivals did not attempt to recreate a 

full-fledged cabinet, but rather took their inspiration from different aspects of the original 

practice. In the past the cabinets were reserved for specific individuals, but with their revival 

in public art museums, the ideas and theories of the historical cabinets began to be  

‘popularized’ through art. A rebirth in all things wonderful had begun.   

Modernism paved a path of individuality. The artists’ objectives were to be ‘avant-

garde’ by “rebelling against all that is normative.”  With each new movement such as 36

Expressionism, Cubism and Futurism the period was shifting rapidly. Yet the Modern 

scholar Clement Greenberg clarifies that Modernism is not a break with the past but “a 

devolution, an unraveling of tradition…”  Traditional arts were changing with photography 37

and the practice of ‘collage.’ The technique that began with Pablo Picasso and Georges 

Braque was defined as the assemblage of various media like newspaper, photography, 

scraps of paper, texts, drawings, etc. It became characteristic of the Modern period, but in 

relation to the curiosity tradition ‘collage’ was the beginning of artists gathering dissimilar 

objects for a single creation.  With the collection of ‘found objects’ for artistic projects, this 38

then led to the movement of Dadaism and their concept of the ‘Readymade.’ The principle 

is credited to Marcel Duchamp with his infamous installation of a urinal in the gallery space 

entitled Fountain. With Duchamp signing the everyday-object and placing it in a museum, 

the institutional concept was ridiculed and questioned.  Not intrinsic to the ‘Readymade’ 39
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are the traditional artistic processes of painting, sculpting or drawing, which suggests that 

conceptualism took precedence over craft. Duchamp was consciously creating art in 

opposition to traditions, causing him to fall in the category of an artist in reverse. 

Although the Dadaists collected objects, it was the Surrealist movement that closely 

paralleled the curiosity tradition and was vital to the resurgence in the early 20th century. 

Similar to the wunderkammer, Surrealists championed free associations and desired to 

open the mind by using elements of surprise, disorientation and the unknown. The founder 

of surrealism André Breton articulates the movement’s objectives by stating,  

Things summarily grouped according to laws that defy formulation – those 
of external accidents or imponderable and arbitrary leaps of the 
unconscious – are torn from their mundane, everyday significance and 
mystified, made free once more and capable of assuming a meaning that is 
mysterious and irrational: what is made mysterious is “reality”…  40!

André Breton also had a collection that was very similar to the historical cabinets that 

consisted of ‘wonders’ such as “a mandrake root in the shape of a person, embalmed 

animals, shells, ethnographic objects from Africa and Oceania, incised bones and 

stones” . Since there was a mixture of various elements, the concern was not to have an 41

organized collection but to have heterogeneous mixture. The Surrealists defined these 

practices to be serious with a distinctive purpose in inspiring the “creative process.”   42

In addition to the gathering of objects, both Dadaism and Surrealism deliberately 

questioned the definitions of art by putting ‘objects’ into the gallery space. Although the 

movements had different principles, they both were consciously using the practice of 

collecting to initiate a dialogue. Duchamp’s challenge with the ‘Readymade’ shifted to the 

museum critique of the “white cube” most famously articulated by the influential critic 
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Patrick O’Doherty.  Postmodernist artists continued to present objects or artifacts as ‘art’ 43

and by doing so it de-purified the pristine aesthetic of the gallery with the clutter of things. 

With the rise of consumer goods being produced Post-World War II, artists such as Robert 

Rauschenberg and Allan Kaprow continued to collect “society’s cast offs” and use them as 

artistic expressions.  Traditionally, anything that is displayed in the museum or “white 44

cube” proclaims, “This is art!” and artists who continued to place odd objects in these 

spaces suggest they were testing their limits. The collection and display of disparate 

objects to stimulate critical thinking is a direct relation to the curiosity tradition. In the words 

of the social critic Walter Benjamin, “We are here constructing an alarm clock that awakens 

the kitsch of the past century into ‘re-collection.’”   45

With the nearing of the new millennium at the end of the 20th century, a transitional 

phase was approaching, which held true for culture as well. In the 1980’s, the theories of 

Modernism were understood, however the present was still indefinable. “Postmodern” was 

becoming the term to identity the contemporary but it was becoming a catchall to define 

the drastically changing artworks post-World War II.  It was recognizable that recent 46

artworks were creating experiences of perplexity and confusion. Although often 

troublesome and disappointing to the ordinary viewer, contemporary art has been put on a 

pedestal by newly built galleries and museums dedicated to new art.  The artworks are 

often accompanied with lofty artist statements that can be brutally critical of societal 

problems, like homosexuality and feminism, while other statements seem completely 
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meaningless.  Contemporary art celebrates the body as art but also can be destructive and 

violent to it. Artists incorporate new technologies with film and video, while other focus on 

traditional practices of painting and sculpture. There is art specifically intended for the 

gallery space yet purposely created to decay within it. With these notions, it is obvious that 

the artistic experiments in the contemporary are hard to make sense of. It 

incomprehensible, yet ever expanding – a “defining contradiction of our time.”  47

This caused many theorists and critics of contemporary culture to examine these 

movements to better define it. They began by asking if the term ‘postmodernism’ exists 

why is it different than Modernism.  There were many diverging answers to the questions 48

but the basic arguments were similar. With regard to the 16th and 17th collecting traditions, 

many postmodern critics state that contemporary culture must think “heterogeneity without 

hierarchy”, and also raise questions, especially with regard to absolute knowledge and 

information presented in texts.   The study by the social theorist Michel Foucault entitled 49

The Order of Things is a cornerstone of postmodernism, for Foucault analyzes previous 

sets of organization but blends various discourses such as art, history, biology, philosophy 

and literature to find new systems of thought. Therefore, the main difference of the 

postmodern era from its modern predecessor is its consciously critical approach laced with 

speculation, while the preceding Modern period was “a question of practice, immanent to 

practice, and never a topic of theory.”  50

To illustrate a response to the uncertainties of the 20th century this study is turning 

to a specific example of postmodernist theory – the Biennale di Venezia: XLII Esposizione 
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Internazionale d’Arte (Venice Biennale of 1986) entitled Art & Science. The overall exposition 

was under the directorship of Maurizio Calvesi, and then broken down into seven sections 

each with its own curator. Calvesi was a significant choice as overall director, as he is a 

recognized scholar of Renaissance art and alchemy, Surrealism, Dadaism, and 

contemporary art theory. His extensive knowledge of many disciplines was critical as the 

exhibition aimed to bridge various periods. The first three divisions confronted the theme 

Between Past & Present, titled: “Space”, “Art & Alchemy”, and “Wunderkammer.” The other 

themes were grouped under The Age of the Exact Sciences, which comprised “Art & 

Biology”, “Color”, “Technology & Informatics”, and “Science for Art.” Calvesi explained that 

although it had many aims, the exhibition did not intend to be an “encyclopedia” or 

“treatise”, but instead to be a progression, to offer solutions to contemporary art, stimulate 

discussion, and above all to portray “art as knowledge, and its connection to science.”  51

The overall question that this exhibition hoped to answer was, “what are the connections 

between science and art and the historical evolution of this relationship?”   52

The progression and continuity of art was an important facet of this exhibition and 

almost half of it looked to the past. The inclusion of alchemy, for instance, was to better 

understand the correlation between art and science and the divisions between them. 

Calvelsi argued that the divisions between art and science have been created by alternative 

ideals and motives yet some themes fuse the discourses – such as the wunderkammer. He 

states that within this historical tradition “the need for science was inseparable from a 

profound psychic and aesthetic involvement and brings to light connections, echoes, 

similarities and transformations.” By questioning what the future might bring, Calvelsi 

idealized the past because it was a “successful” fusion of the two discourses. The historical 
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wunderkammer embraced the unknown, and allowed the collectors to try to sort through 

the presented questions. It could therefore be suggested that the past has been idealized 

as a wistful perception because of what the new millennium presented. Calvelsi even closes 

his opening address with, “one face turned to the past and the other to the future. Ours 

more dramatically straddles the closing years of a millennium.”   53

Although the practice of science is not the same as cultural endeavors, it cannot be 

dissociated from contemporary society, given the growth of popular science after the 

1960’s.  The exceptional scientific discoveries such as the understanding of DNA’s 54

structure in 1953, the moon landing in 1969, and the progressive advancement of the 

computer also gave rise to inquiry. Arguably the general public was enticed because it 

offered seemingly reliable answers while inherently allowing room for the mind to wonder. In 

other words, whilst is a fact that DNA is made of polymers and nucleotides, the vastness of 

inner space is still mysterious, allowing room for endless interpretations. Thus subjectivity 

intrinsically had become part of postmodernist society, and similar to the 16th century, a 

system of rationalization, similarly found in the curiosity tradition, was deemed necessary.  

In the “Wunderkammer” section, the curator, Adalgisa Lugli a Renaissance and 

postmodern scholar, provides insight into the ‘wonder’ or ‘curiosity’ tradition, in relation to 

postmodern art. Lugli was well versed in contemporary art and also a scholar of the 16th 

and 17th century wunderkammer and author of Artificlia and Naturalia. The organization of 

the “Wunderkammer” section began with a recreated “historical” cabinet that included the 

original cabinet and various historical artifacts. The 20th century artist Paulo Tessari 

inherited the 17th century collection, which once belonged to Domico Tessari, and then 

reconstructed the objects within the cabinet for the introduction of the “Wunderkammer” 
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exhibition (fig 7). Although various objects could be found within, the cabinet mediated 

between the objects and the viewer. Similar to Joseph Bonnier de Mosson’s cabinets 

wherein the display created a two-dimensional perspective, Tassari’s cabinet adjoined the 

main display of contemporary art.  The addition of this cabinet is distinctive because it is 55

one of the first historically accurate cabinets of curiosity deliberately presented in the realm 

of the postmodern art world. This sets the tone for the idealization of the past in a 

contemporary framework, and also allows contemporary viewers to gain an understanding 

of what an original curiosity cabinet may have been like.  

In the XLII Esposizione Internazionale d’Arte catalogue, the “Wunderkammer” 

section opens with Lugli’s curatorial statement and the relation of the cabinet to the theme 

of Art and Science. She begins with the division between scientific and humanistic studies, 

which Lugli looks at from the perspective of the artist. She notes that just as science did 

not want to be associated with art, artists “did not want to be linked with the material.”  56

Lugli traces this split to the Enlightenment, for painting was considered the highest of art 

forms, while sculpture was perceived as a “minor art.” Sculpture was always identified and 

recognized by its material – marble bronze, wood, etc – causing difficulty for the form to be 

separated from it.  

In sum, the point that Lugli was trying to make is that whether it is science dividing 

from art, or art dividing from science, there are many cases of how the two disciplines did 

not successfully interrelate. Yet there is an exception, and this is the 16th century 

Wunderkammer because it was a system with no divisions. A visual language was the key 
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of these systems, yet the collections stimulated the scientific processes of inquiry and 

investigation. In comparison to the 20th century Luigi states,  

The contemporary period, is above all a voyage within a labyrinth thought, 
that is prepared to allow itself to be surprised almost more by the materials 
themselves than by an idea, but that is also prepared to keep both in an 
extraordinary equilibrium. The voyage within the Wonderful continues.  57!

According to the above statement the aesthetics of contemporary art are similar to the 

objects within cabinets of curiosities. “Material” is so imperative to contemporary art that 

the pieces chosen for the exhibition were mostly untraditional art forms such as multi-

media. She argues that multi-media artists are manipulating the traditional nature of art and 

“resort to material that had not been used by artists since Mirabilia of the 16th and 17th 

centuries.”  Mirabilia meaning wonders, the kind of objects that Luigi is referring to is the 58

natural wonders, or naturalia, once contained in the historical cabinets. She further explains 

the notion of “artists in reverse”, arguing they are presenting a collection of ‘things’ as 

‘art.’  59

In this exhibit she brought together artists that are quite obviously related to the 

curiosity cabinet tradition, such as the poetic shadow boxes of Joseph Cornell. She also 

included other art not as obvious to the tradition such as the installments of the Italian 

artistic group, Arte Povera. One example was Lugli included in the exhibition, is Giovanni 

Anselmo’s construction of lettuce being compressed by a large block of granite tied to a 

smaller one with wire (fig 8). By using simple, everyday objects, this installation is a 

contemporary piece that represents the organic attributes of nature through the decay of 

the lettuce in the gallery space. This piece and others were not necessarily making 

reference to the curiosity cabinet, but instead commenting on nature as art, which 
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resonates with the wonder tradition. The correlation between the historical cabinets and 

contemporary art are those of space, contamination, chance encounters and revealer of 

hidden meanings.  60

The addition of the “Wunderkammer” section made many correlations to the 

historical tradition but it was an idealist recreation, causing nostalgia to resonate. The 

recreated cabinet to the past is an ode to the tradition, or a celebration of it.  Although the 

comparison Lugli makes between history and contemporary art is compelling and her 

arguments are sound, there seems to be an attempt to enhance the importance of 

contemporary art. The Art and Science Biennale gave the impression that the exposition 

was a reaction to the impending changes and inevitable uncertainties at the end of the 20th 

century, and aimed to “establish a sense of continuity amid the disorder and discontinuity of 

reality.”  This is the basis of some revivals— when a future is indefinite there is a longing for 61

familiarity found in the past.   

However, as outlined above, one of the main reasons the historical cabinets 

emerged was to reveal explain and truths of unknowns, an ambition not so different than 

that which contributed to its resurgence. In this regard, perhaps nostalgia is not the only 

pivotal element, but it is the nature of grouping objects to better comprehend. In other 

words, the art of the 20th century can be examined as a whole to better understand the art 

forms that are breaking away from tradition, and to raise questions of why it took place. In 

this sense truths revealed by arranging the objects with the intent of allowing viewers to 

interpret the entire collection to “wonder.” It is not necessarily the amassing of objects that 

makes this resurfacing critical, but imposing the element of perplexity that is part of the 

spirit of ‘curiosity’ in the contemporary world. Thus, it is less about trying to recreate the 
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historical cabinet, and more about using the framework of curiosity to scrutinize a certain 

situation. In the section of “Wunderkammer”, the shift away from traditional art was a 

question of contemporary practice yet this method of critique will infiltrate other realms 

where “change” is rapidly taking place, including the museum itself.  

!
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4. THE REINTERPRETATION: 
Commencement of Unconventional & “Curious” Institutions
!!
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The questioning of art and the gallery space is not just found in the work of a single 

artist or exhibition but in entire institutions that have been created in the 20th century who 

use the museum as a platform for inquiries. The Museum of Jurassic Technology and 

Château d’Oiron are postmodern institutions that are consciously criticizing their own 

contexts. Many times in an examination of a “postmodern museum” refers to the museum’s 

architectural framework, which in turn makes visual puns about the collapse of museums.  62

This can take the form of purposely broken facades, in the case of James Stirling’s design 

of Neue Staatsgalerie. Stirling, and other architects have confronted us with the question: if 

museums are said to be a dying entity, why should new structures be built?  63

The Museum of Jurassic Technology and Chateau d’Oiron are also posing 

questions, but not with their exterior: one is located in a small commercial space and the 

other is a 16th century fortress, which are not exactly examples of consciously self-critical 

postmodern architecture. However, with the exception of their exteriors, these institutions 

do in fact belong to a postmodern framework because the displays within provoke 

questions yet do not always give obvious answers. By taking inspiration from the curiosity 

cabinet or wunderkammer they are consciously shaking-up the traditions of museums. 

Their intentions align with definitions outlined by Gregory Ulmer and Edward Said, who 

associate postmodernism with criticism. Ulmer argues that criticism has caused written 

analysis to take precedence over actual representation,  while Said raised questions about 64

the “expert” and “authority versus audience.”  It will be explored how these institutions are 65
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questioning the presentation of written analyses in displays, such as labeling, as well as the 

authoritative voice traditionally part of the museum. 

In addition to criticism, the intentions of The Museum of Jurassic Technology and 

Château d’Oiron are often purposely confusing by being deliberately aloof. This disarray 

parallels the theories of Fredric Jameson and Jean Baudrillard, who define the 

contemporary moment as “schizophrenic.” The term is often associated with being a 

mental illness, however the postmodernist appropriated it to define attributes of the 

contemporary such as fragmented thoughts, incoherency and delusion. Jameson explores 

the notion of nostalgia for a time better than the present,  while Baudrillard looks at 66

dissolution or the simulation of understanding.  It will be argued that these institutions are 67

looking back to the curiosity cabinet tradition, which is intrinsically reflective and a 

fragmented understanding of the past.  

With these new theories and systems of thought, postmodernism theorists 

welcome uncertainty to find new perspectives and theories of thought. Museums have 

become part of postmodern scrutiny by confronting unsettled questions and propelling 

visitors to participate in unraveling the unknowns. Therefore, with the examination of these 

case studies it will be established that the postmodern museum is not just a place for 

objects to be displayed, but is also a space for museological investigations.  

!
Museum of Jurassic Technology 


4.1.The Allure of Mystery   !
The museum of Jurassic Technology opened in 1989 in the sector of Culver City, on 

the west side of Los Angeles, California (fig 9). It is located on Sunset Boulevard and 
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sandwiched between a carpet store, a neglected real estate agency, a forensics lab, and a 

Thai restaurant.  With the bustle of passing traffic on this commercialized street, the 68

museum is often overlooked. The founder David Wilson stated, “We didn’t know if anyone 

would come, and for a long time no one did.”  In its first couple of years, the museum was 69

discovered either by word-of-mouth or by accidently stumbling upon it.  The Museum of 70

Jurassic Technology is not actively publicized, but to entice people to enter David Wilson 

frequently plays his accordion outside to the people passing by on the sidewalk. The 

charming sound of the accordion may be alluring, but the surroundings of the Museum of 

Jurassic Technology are dull and ordinary. The music is juxtaposed with swooshing cars 

and loud braking buses, causing David Wilson’s performance to seem incongruous and 

somewhat ironic. With these exterior elements the visitor is introduced to the museum’s 

peculiar nature before even stepping inside. Yet this is just part of the obscurity lurking 

within.  

	 After passing through its humble entrance, the inside corridors are found to be dark 

and dimly lit. The interior echoes traditional museum displays with the glass vitrines that are 

accompanied by wordy labels, characterizing the institution as the “old dusty museum” we 

have become accustomed to. However, David Wilson explains that his museum is not an 

ordinary museum and is “definitely interested in presenting phenomena that other natural 

history museums seem unwilling to present.”  These obscurities are grouped in two 71

categories in their Jubilee Catalogue: “a miscellany of objects from the foundation 
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collections” and “exhibits from the permanent collection.” An example of one of the items in 

the museum’s collection is the wall of horns. Animal horns are quite frequently found in 

natural history exhibits, yet the element of uncertainty seeps in, when the visitor reads the 

label accompanying the display; for it is stated that the central artifact is not of animal 

decent at all but the horn of Mary Davis of Saughall – a woman.  

	 With close examination of the objects, it becomes apparent that a different spirit 

inhabits the seemingly mundane museum. A quick glance of the display of horns would 

read like an interesting compilation of traditional animal trophies; however, it is the pairing 

with the “historical” account that causes questions to arise.  Therefore, although the 72

collection is a compilation of objects that “other natural history museums seem unwilling to 

present”, it is the articulated narrative that underlines its strangeness. The deadpan humor 

intertwined with mystery evokes visitors to feel awe-struck, shocked, or even tricked. Over 

the years David Wilson says he has witnessed viewers experiencing a wide spectrum of 

emotions, including laughter, wonder, sadness, and confusion. 

	  In addition each object is portrayed in a distinct vignette, or miniature world, which 

is accompanied with a listening component and interactive displays. The displays are highly 

detailed and captivating, which act as a lure and create the perfect formula for 

enchantment. Some of these objects and exhibitions include: the deprong mori, or the 

piercing devil, which is a species of bat that can “penetrate solid objects”; the voice of the 

crab-eating fox where the hologram of a barking man is projected on the stuffed animal (fig 

10); detailed sculptures of Napoleon, Little Red Riding Hood, Pope John II, Donald Duck, 

and Snow White made by Hagop Sandaldjian, which are mounted in the eye of a needle 
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and said to be painted with a single strand of hair between heartbeats (fig 11); gloves made 

to create the illusion of elongated hands.  73

	 In the Museum of Jurassic Technology, confusing its visitors and catapulting them 

into a world of uncertainty is this museum’s raison d'être, which is epitomized with the horn 

bearing stink ant. In a display case set into the wall, the visitors are first hooked when 

viewing the meticulous reconstruction of an African forest. Within the foliage a replica of the 

megaloponera foetens, or the stink ant can be found (fig 12). The exhibit is accompanied 

with an in-depth explanation of why this particular insect is said to be unusual. The 

narrative begins by saying that the ant inhales a fungal spore, which makes it act in 

“curious and not terribly rational ways.”  The creature leaves its home on the forest floor 74

for the first time, climbs a branch, and in its confusion it impales itself and dies. Over 

several days a spike emerges from the dead ant that is full of the very spores that infected 

it, which then falls upon other un-expecting ants to perpetually repeat the process over and 

over. In an interview with David Wilson, he summarizes the abnormal nature of the ant and 

why it was selected for his museum,  

This ant attracted our attention, because of a peculiar symbiotic relationship 
that it has. We see ourselves I think in this. All of us at the museum feel as 
though we have inhaled something to make us behave in curious and 
irrational way. The final result of that is this ability is to kind of rain down 
these spores, and hopefully infect other people as well.   75!

In a metaphorical sense, the displays within the Museum of Jurassic Technology are laden 

with spores, which are ready to contaminate its visitors’ minds with irrationalities, like the 

predicament of the stinkant. The detection of confusion in a museum is often perceived as 
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a negative connotation , but in David Wilson’s world it is constructive. Creating 76

experiences that make visitor’s do a double take gives them a sense of entitlement 

because they realize they are being fooled and have the intelligence to sort through the 

irrationalities. Embracing the mysterious it can be discomforting, however, if the unknown is 

confronted instead of avoided all together, the exercise can be found to be thrilling.  

!
4.2.Rationale Amusements !

	 Within the spectrum of confusion is the notion of “wonder”, which recalls the 16th 

and 17th century wunderkammer tradition. Yet, the revivals of cabinets of curiosities have 

given birth to many differing versions, which often more like a parody of the past rather than 

an accurate recreation. Has the curiosity tradition been too loosely defined, causing a loss 

of its core meaning? Without question, that David Wilson’s museum is a contemporary 

cabinet of curiosities. This is made clear in the museum’s Jubilee Catalogue. The 

introductory passage pays particular attention to the collecting practices of the 18th century 

American painter Charles Willson Peale of Philadelphia: 

…Peale fervently believed that teaching is a sublime ministry inseparable 
from human happiness, and that the learner must be led always from 
familiar objects towards the unfamiliar – guided along, as wit were, a chain 
of flowers into the mysteries of life. Rational amusement was the Peale 
Museum’s intent, but also by a curious irony, its undoing. Imitators sprung 
up almost at once. A collection of oddities, unencumbered by scientific 
purpose, was found to be good business. Tawdry and specious museums 
soon appeared in almost every American city and town. This unsavory 
tendency finally reached its peak with Barnum, which in the end obtained 
and scattered the Peale collections.  77!

The inspiration from Peale indicates that the Museum of Jurassic Technology does not aim 

to create wonder for entertainment’s sake, but is “rationale” and with substance. There is 

wonder that presents itself as spectacle, such as Tawdry and Barnum’s amusements 
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however, their ideas are not part of David Wilson’s museum. Although some objects in the 

Museum of Jurassic Technology are impoverished in truth, the intentions are built on 

intellectual worth. The sensation of wonder is just the external shell, but residing deeper is 

the skill of investigation. The experience of analysis is valuable, and often lost in museum 

displays burdened with too much information. Beyond the museum, there is the potential 

that visitors to David Wilson’s museum takes inspiration from the practice and apply it to 

their day-to-day life.  

	 The use of an assemblage of objects to encourage critical thinking is not unique to 

the Museum of Jurassic Technology, but derives from the 16th and 17th century 

wunderkammer. Even the popular non-fiction narrative about the museum, Mr. Wilson’s 

Cabinet of Wonder by Lawrence Weschler, purposely gives a nod to the tradition with the 

chosen title. The book is a light-hearted attempt to decipher and make sense of the hidden 

mysteries of the museum. In this exploration he hypothesized that many of the objects 

were fallacious, but found that were actually embedded in truth. And in actuality, some of 

the objects in the collection were similar to the ones documented in the original 

wunderkammern. In an interview with the author he states,  

The spirit of David’s museums is one that is simultaneously of parody and of 
reverence and the way these are braided together is absolutely an essence 
to this place. And that same thing happens over and over again, for 
example, the fruit stone carving here. According to the caption it reports to 
show on one side a lion, a boar, a rabbit, two crows – like 50 animals. I just 
assumed that this is just a great, great parody of captions and our credulity 
of captions in museums. It turns out that there was indeed in the 16th 
century a fruit stone carving of exactly this size with all that stuff on it. In fact 
it turns out that everything in this place is true – kind of – sort of.  78!

Weschler suggests that a museum with hidden ambiguities summons its visitors to keep 

coming back to put together the disparate pieces. In light of the Museum of Jurassic 

Technology’s intentions, the art historian Barbara Strafford affirms that, “…a museum 
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should be something that beckons us – not down corridors and out the front door – but 

beckons us to stay and grow; and David beckons us to do that.”  It is quite apparent that 79

through the elements of display and well-written labels, a dialogue is invited with the 

viewers. This is similar to the traditions of the curiosity cabinet, for if there was a repository 

of unknowns, the answer was to create a display to sort through the uncertainties – or a 

compilation of objects to initiate interpretations and dialogues.  The amassing of various 

disciplines, such as anthropology, art, philosophy, astronomy, and science was an intrinsic 

component found in the traditional wunderkammer, but also found in David Wilson’s 

museum. Through this network of objects, it allows for further interpretations to be made, 

which can spark discussions that are potentially endless. In addition, each visitor brings 

with them prior knowledge and ideas, so a journey in the Museum of Jurassic Technology, 

and in every museum for that matter, differs from person to person. This traditional notion 

that museums create an equalized “understanding” but through a boundless set of 

connections David Wilson’s museum is open for various experiences to emerge.  

!
4.3.The Mask of Authority  

	 The Museum of Jurassic Technology’s appropriates the quote “led from familiar 

objects toward the unfamiliar”. This quote written by Peale helps to illuminate David 

Wilson’s intentions. In addition, the nod to Peale is a commemoration of traditions from 

which many museums derive. Although it alludes to celebrating museum practices, it is 

also raising questions. As an institutional expression and critique, it has been called the 

“museum connoisseur’s museum.”  Although its irrationalities are present throughout, the 80

museum often hides them behind a well-developed façade that is mimics what a ‘real’ 
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museum should be. Even David Wilson openly admits, “we are an unschooled group of 

museum professionals trying to emulate and create our own museum.” Although he is not 

necessarily hiding his intentions, he has consciously constructed the building to appear like 

a museum; and by doing so is consciously carrying the weight of authority.  

When examining the museum’s public information, such as the visitor pamphlet, the 

Jubilee Catalogue, and the official website, it begins to shed light on some of the 

consciously constructed elements. These texts all begin by saying: 

The Museum of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles, California, is an 
educational institution dedicated to the advancement of knowledge and the 
public appreciation of the Lower Jurassic. Like a coat of two colors, the 
museum serves dual functions. On the one hand the museum provides the 
academic community with a specialized repository of the relics and artifacts 
from the Lower Jurassic with an emphasis on those that demonstrate 
unusual or curious technological qualities. On the other hand the museum 
serves the general public with a hands-on experience of “life in the 
Jurassic.”  81!

What seems to be most crucial in interpreting this mission statement is that it is a 

compilation of words that one associates with museology. It strings together key phrases, 

such as “educational institution,” “public appreciation,” “academic community,” “repository 

of relics and artifacts,” “general public,” and “hands on experience”. It is as though these 

words were inserted afterward like a sort of backwards-mad lib with the intention to make 

the illogical text trustworthy. 

Continuing he goes on to mention the “great institution” at Alexandria founded by 

Ptolemy Philadelphius; Noah’s Ark “in which we find the most complete Museum of Natural 

History”; Middle Age reliquaries; 16th and 17th century collections where “natural objects 

became as common as collection of works of art and often both of such collections were 

housed in the same repository”; catalogue of the Rarities in the Publick Theatre and 

Anatomie-Hall of the University of Leyden “which appears to have been published in 1591, 
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but the date seems to be a mistake for 1691”; collections of the social elite John James 

Swammerdam, Dr. Matthew Maty, Ole Worm, Elias Ashmole, and lastly the collection of 

Peale. So although the simple amassing of institutional terms found in the first paragraph 

could be perceived as naïve, David Wilson is not ignorant. As he goes on to explain the 

traditions of collected objects in several short paragraphs, it appears he is quite 

knowledgeable about the study of museums, which makes it difficult to question his 

intentions.  

The texts are only the beginning of the Museum of Jurassic Technology purposely 

being “museum-like” to mask the irrational and bizarre. As mentioned David Wilson has 

created the feeling of a natural history museum with its general display. This is pushed 

further with minute details, such as the telephones that come off the wall, instructing the 

visitor to pick them up. Upon doing so a melodramatic male voice begins to explain a 

specific artifact in further detail. David Wilson wants his visitors to be shaken and stirred by 

his collection, but the surroundings ground them in familiarity, which in theory causes 

another layer of discomfort for its visitors. The museum visitors begin with the perception 

that they will be viewing natural history artifacts, but they soon find that the installations drift 

away from this subject, such as the Sonnabend’s Theories of Forgetting. After viewing more 

and items in the museum, the visitor begins to question, “what kind of place is this?” ; 82

however, the regular setting makes one reluctant to question what he or she sees.  

David Wilson is an unusual curator and displays are oftentimes a compilation of 

disparate objects, such as collected things from people who live in trailer homes. The 

reasoning behind this installation is, “typically museums show collections of wealth but all 

people collect.”  In this exhibition he is questioning the notion that objects presented in a 83
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“museum” must be valuable and historically worthy. It could be argued that David Wilson’s 

recreation of an “old dusty museum” has parallels to the critique made of the “white cube”. 

Artists criticized the gallery space because it is an authoritative platform that assumes its 

viewers will always accept what is placed in the space as art. The Museum of Jurassic 

Technology does not physically look like the “white cube” in any sort of way but its re-

creation of a museum gives a trustworthy tone to the strange collection. Presentation is 

everything, and David Wilson is conscious of this, for if his collection were to be displayed 

like a circus sideshow, then the horn of a woman or letters written about alien worlds in 

space would undoubtedly be perceived differently. The display tactic is clever, and it 

sometimes takes the “museum connoisseur” to see past it.  

It is important to note that David Wilson is not ruthlessly undermining museums, but 

instead is constructively critical. Through this exploration it could be suggested that he has 

created a valuable approach to museum display. Reiterating this argument, Barbara 

Strafford states:  

The Museum of Jurassic Technology asks the question, how and why is 
anything connected to anything else in the universe? Most art museums 
today, tend to be white walls, and linear chronological display of objects, 
vast distances between them. I think museums are beginning to recognize 
that, that is an unproductive way of looking at things, and is also not how 
things exist in the world; because objects exist in networks, they always 
exist in networks. They are nodes that interrelate. It is not just a single 
object… it is they way they intersect and associate with one another.   84

This suggests that it is not enough for museums to just display and present meanings, but 

to allow opportunities for various perspectives. With the Museum of Jurassic Technology 

treading an unconventional path, it is an ideal platform for questioning the museum’s role. 

Although answers are not necessarily found, and the questions they answer are often 

circular, the critique itself allows room for diverging points of view. The experience of the 

Museum of Jurassic Technology compels visitors to be decisive, and to rationally think 
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through the material. An analytical approach was part of the traditional wunderkammer 

when decoding the “wonders”, and now in the contemporary world it is crucial to exercise 

our capacity to question the surfeit of news and hearsay presented every second of every 

day. The Museum of Jurassic Technology is the contemporary world’s laboratory to put 

these skills into practice.  

!!!
Château d’Oiron 


4.4.Self-Determined Exploration !
The Renaissance château is off the beaten path and tucked away in the countryside 

of the Poitou-Charentes region in France (fig 13). The isolated location gives the Château 

d’Oiron an air of anonymity, similarly to how the Museum of Jurassic is not always noticed 

among the commercial storefronts of Los Angeles’s Sunset Boulevard. It is a commitment 

to get to the château as it is not remotely close to a city and there is no public 

transportation to get to there. When nearing it from the winding roads, it seems the fortress 

suddenly emerges from the landscape. A large iron fence surrounds the château, and it is 

not clear where to enter, although there is an unmarked path, which leads to a small 

additional building attached to the fence, which serves at the ticket office and bookstore. 

There is no available map of the château available, and when purchasing a ticket it is 

suggested that the visit is guided by chance and you are encouraged to be explore. To 

leave the small building and start the visit, the visitor has to push a large iron door. This 

opens onto courtyard, and now the visitor is completely enclosed within the oddly serene 

environment. With these first confusing encounters, the sense of mystery has just begun, 

for wandering and wondering through the chateau is the true bewildering journey.  
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Once in the courtyard, there are many entrances into the château, so it is up to the 

visitor to decide where they should begin. It is quite vast with 36 rooms to explore. Upon 

entering and examining the interior it is soon clear that this is not a typical historical fortress. 

In 1993, it was decided to have contemporary art interspersed throughout, causing the 16th 

century architectural framework to collide with the 20th century installations. Jean-Hubert 

Martin was the creative mind behind this project and he was appointed the château’s 

director and conservateur (curator). He entitled the collection Curios & Mirabila and many 

artists from around the world were brought to create pieces that evoked the “spirit of 

curiosity.” Jean Hubert-Martin stated his intentions as, 

The journey to which the visitor is invited will immerse him – as long as he is 
willing to let himself be guided by the ideas suggested by the works – into a 
poetic world. Thanks to the corresponding established using these ideas as 
a starting point, he will escape the disenchantment of the world for the 
duration of the visit and find a harmonious connection between the rational 
and the sensory.  85

This idea has produced a range of interesting artworks that are sporadically discovered 

beyond the turn of a corner, spiraling staircase or slightly open door. There are many 

installations that play upon a sense of marvel, especially those with optical illusions, 

sounds, and scents. The exploration is a multi-sensory experience and during the visit one 

may encounter the smell of perfumed red wine in Bill Culbert’s installation of wine glasses 

(fig 14), or the sound of bees buzzing in Hamilton Finlay’s Battle of Midway (fig 15).  

This experience of embracing the unknown is found on various levels in Château 

d’Oiron. When moving through no security guards are to be found, and there is little chance 

that a visitor might run into another. With the small chance of interacting with the external 

world, it can be said that the visitor becomes completely absorbed in the experience 
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within.  In addition, the labels are very sparse, which enhances the sensation of the 86

unknown. However, a 16th century print chosen by the historian Laurent Joubert relates to 

each installation theme and acts as a visual label. For example the piece entitled, Square 

on the Floor with Four Ellipes, Blue, which is an optical trick of making reflecting circles (fig 

16), it is accompanied by a print of men jumping through hoops (fig 17). This is very unlike 

the Museum of Jurassic Technology’s display, where a crucial factor is the verbal 

component. However, in the château the viewer’s own experience and interpretations of the 

visual elements are meant to take precedence over the actual meanings. Most of the 

artworks have broken away from the traditions of art, and are a compilation of various 

media. The concept of “artifacts as art” is important to the contemporary “curiosities” that 

Jean Hubert Martin has chosen, or in essence collected, to be displayed in the museum. In 

the château, everything is a homogeneous mixture of history and the contemporary, and so 

in addition to the interpretation of the artworks, the viewer has to decide which time period 

each piece belongs to.  

Since there is no clear educational component to the exhibition, this could be seen 

as somewhat problematic. The visitor might loose some value in the experience if they are 

not able to draw up conclusions themselves. This is not the intention, as the aim of the 

experience within the château is not to be bogged down with information. The serenity of 

the setting combined with the lack of information makes one feel abandoned, which 

creates a sensation of unease. However, being able to have free reign when moving 

through a museum-like setting is somewhat foreign and being put into a situation of 

unknown is both discomforting but also exhilarating. 

!
4.5.The Spirit of Curiosity 
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!
In Chateau d’Oiron’s catalogue, the art historian Magali Belime explains its extensive 

history in detail. The original fortress was built under Guillaume Gouffier, who was Charles 

VII’s valet, in the 15th century. Since then it has gone through many transformations but the 

original layout and dimensions have remained constant. After Guillaume passed away, the 

Château was given to his son Artus, the tutor of François I. Following Artus’s son, Claude 

Gouffier, lived at the château. Claude Gouffier was France’s Master of the Horse, the 

inspiration for Charles Perrault’s character “Puss in Boots”, which in some ways made 

Claude Gouffier infamous.   87

It was documented in historical records that Claude Gouffier had a collection of 

paintings.  This is the only collection of his known today, and there is very little information 88

about its contents. Although the contemporary collection is built around cabinets of 

curiosity, the curiosity cabinet does not play a part in chateau’s history. However, when 

Claude was living in the 16th century Belime explains that he was surrounded by the 

curiosity cabinet tradition. Cultured individuals would gather to study the collections, and it 

is quite possible that Claude participated in these activities. Therefore, the fact that Claude 

Gouffier had a collection of paintings, this was seen a sufficient reason to revive the 

curiosity cabinet in the 20th century château.  

Although there is very little documentation about the collection that may or may not 

have existed in the Château d’Oiron, Jean Hubert Martin examined some of the 16th and 

17th century decoration still found in the château and related it to objects quite frequently 

found in other historical curiosity cabinets and wunderkammern. Although Jean Hubert-

Martin is a contemporary specialist, like David Wilson, he has an understanding of the 
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cabinet’s historical framework. In the catalogue dedicated to the collection, Le Château 

d’Oiron et son Cabinet de Curiosites, he traces the foundations of the curiosity cabinet by 

examining specific collectors, such as John Bargrave and Giulio Camillo.  The Cabinet of 89

the Muses found in the château would seem like an obvious place for Jean Hubert-Martin 

to begin making parallels to the curiosity tradition (fig 18). The room dating from the 16th 

century was one of the few spaces that were reconstructed in 1990. It is not for sure that 

physical objects were kept in the room, but the decoration of exotic trees on the lower 

paneling alludes to the discoveries of new fruits and flowers found in distant lands.  The 90

upper panels depict nine muses represented with various disciplines such as music, 

painting, literature, astronomy, and mathematics. These muses relate directly to mythology, 

such as Diana the Huntress taking the center focus over the mantel. Although not for 

certain what kind of objects would be placed in this room, if any were at all, given the 

surviving decoration it seems logical that The Cabinet of the Muses was an endeavor 

completed to marvel at the new discoveries but also to provoke inspiration. In addition it 

does align with the curiosity tradition for it is depicting natural wonders with the exotic fruit 

trees as well as man-made enterprises such as the arts and mathematics. Yet most 

importantly, like many other curiosity cabinets there is an attempt to rationally organize 

various themes but doing so in a single setting.  

Beyond the Cabinet of the Muses, Jean Hubert Martin found other historical 

parallels. In the collegiate church next to the château one can find a stuffed crocodile 

hanging from the ceiling. Martin states that there are often misconceptions that the reptile 

addition was an avatar of Satin but “instead was to show the power of God in the infinite 
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diversity of creation.”  Reptiles were often collected in collections and such as in Ulisse 91

Aldrovandi’s collection that was recorded to contain a snake. Also in the château remains a 

trompe l’oeil painting of male and female Egyptian mongooses – the exotic mammals 

admired by royalty. In addition there were paintings found of strange rabbit-like animal 

sprawled on the beach. It is most likely a depiction of misinterpreted recording in a journal 

or letter that described, “A fish-like create with the fur of a rabbit.”  In reality it was most 92

likely a seal but from reading the record the artist literally depicted the creature as such for 

the 16th century painting. The contemporary artist Thomas Grünfeld found amusement in 

this misconception and created an installation of hybrid animals entitled Misfits (fig 19).  93

Although a direct reference to the painting found, it is also a nod to the wunderkammer 

tradition as a whole. These kinds of hybrids were quite frequently collected and thought to 

be derivatives of mermaids and mermen.  

Another installation relating to the historical curiosity cabinet is a collection within 

the contemporary collection. The artist Guillaume Bijl quite literally illustrated the château’s 

theme by recreating a replica of a wunderkammer titled Claude Gouffier’s Cabinet (fig 20). 

Guillaume Bijl is a contemporary sculptor who makes realistic life-size wax models, and so 

for Château d’Oiron he decided to make a model of Claude Gouffier. The replica is dressed 

in historically accurate 16th century garb and looks directly at the viewer with one hand 

placed on his hip and the other hand gesturing for the viewer to peer into his collection. 

Gouffier stands in a wooden room with shelves, completely full of objects: animals 

suspended from the ceilings, shells, books, butterfly collections, musical instruments, and 

ostrich eggs. The recreation with all the objects displayed in the viewer’s site closely relates 
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to famous prints of historical wunderkammern, such as Ole Worm’s collection (fig). 

Additionally, the recreated objects are in fact a mixture of naturalia with an armadillo shell 

and starfish but also artificilia with a globe and weighing scale. However it is not for certain 

that Claude Gouffier had a collection of this nature and instead captures the ‘sprit of 

curiosity’ rather than being completely accurate to the history of Claude Gouffier and to the 

château.  Yet Jean Hubert Martin stated that is was not imperative that artists were to be 94

fixated in recreating the château’s history and instead encouraged them to make reference 

to the curiosity tradition as a whole. Therefore, Bijl’s recreation does align with the 

documents describing other historical collections, and so for the contemporary viewer the 

installation does give insight as to what a wunderkammer may have looked like in the 16th 

century.  

Many other of the contemporary interpretations are similar to Bijl’s in which they 

make a direct reference to various aspects of the historical curiosity tradition instead of 

making relating to the château. One of these examples is the piece titled Unicorn Horn by 

James Lee Byars (fig 21). The 5-feet tall horn is placed vertically upon a similarly sized 

marble base causing the “unicorn horn” to feel larger than life. Although called Unicorn 

Horn and identified by a historical print of unicorns, Byars states that his sculpture is 

actually a real narwhal tusk. This was to make a relation to the long tradition of these 

objects in collections and explains the “narwhal tusk perpetuated the myth”.  The unicorn 95

horn was not just a marvel but often was one of the most valuable items in a given 

collection. For instance in Florence, Italy after the death of Lorenzo de’Medici in 1492 an 

inventory of the ‘treasures’ and their values were made, which included the unicorn horn for 
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6,000 florins.  Eileen Hooper-Greenhill states that these horns “were attributed with power 96

to sweat in the presence of poison” and so therefore they were valued for their magical 

powers.   97

Another contemporary piece is the “larvae art” by French artist Hubert Depart. The 

caddis fly or aquatic trichoptera larvae typically live in river bottoms make protective 

sheaths out of wood and grains of sand. However, Depart discovered that these larvae 

were very adaptive and if placed with other materials they would use other objects to make 

their necessary shell. Dupart has appropriated this knowledge and made a contemporary 

wonder of naturalia in the Chateau. He has taken the larvae from its natural environment 

and put them into an aquarium and “compels them to create new structures with the 

materials he puts at their disposal: gold, pearls, rubies, sapphires, and turquoises.”  In 98

June and July the visitors to the château are able to witness the larvae adorn themselves 

with these precious objects and the rest of the year the empty shells are on display (fig 22). 

Dupart’s installation relates to the curiosity cabinet with his incorporation of nature with art 

but more specifically he has made a man-made intervention that has caused a 

transformation or metamorphosis to take forth.  

 The installation by Daneil Spoerri titled Chambre de Mama W or “the sentimental 

museum” is representative of ladder collections of the 19th century (fig 23). Spoerri frames 

thirty-nine objects once belonging to Frau Wendelstadt in Darmstadt. At first glance the 

objects seem ordinary, yet are “endowed with emotional power.”  An inventory book or 99

catalogue is provided to identify each framed object that is neatly and systematically hung 
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on the wall. Some of the objects include a bullet from the Battle of Waterloo or a piece of 

the first German flag. The specific collection is identified as part of the concluding chapters 

of the historical curiosity cabinets and is more tied to sentiment than initiating critical 

thought as the ones previous. Interestingly, the method that Spoerri chose to display each 

object separated by a glass frame and provided the collection with a written catalogue in 

relates to the historical collection of Joseph Bonnier de la Mosson.  

Lastly along with the direct references to the curiosity tradition, many installations at 

the château integrate many disciplines. Jean Hubert Martin consciously chose various 

disciplines in able to the contemporary collection as “veritable microcosms.”  History is 100

represented with the piece Triptychos Post Historicus of the Lost Battle of Paolo Uccello, 

with the juxtaposition of paintings of nobilities and pitchforks dramatically hanging off the 

walls alluding to peasant revolts (fig 24). Reference to science is found with plants and 

stones in the Natural History Cabinet by Paul-Armand Gette (fig 25). In The Salle des 

Geometriques the piece titled On the Walls #172 (fig 26) by Sol LeWitt is an allusion to 

mathematics with a room entirely covered with brightly colored shapes on the wall; while 

Charles Ross’s record of sunshine titled The Year of Solar Burns and Double Spirals (fig 27) 

is astronomical.  These installations do not always necessarily allude to historical curiosities 

but rather explore various models and interpretations. It may seem problematic that many 

of the installations seem like mini-tangents of the historical curiosity cabinets since the 

contemporary interpretations are reflecting a tradition that has a vast and complex history. 

Yet the digressions do not hinder the overall Jean Hubert Martin’s ideas but perhaps give 

rise to further investigate the curiosity phenomenon presented at the Château d’Oiron to 

make sense of it, and with that being said the ‘spirit of curiosity’ lives on.  

!
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!
4.6. In Opposition to the ‘White Cube’ and the ‘Fairytale Castle’ !

The innovation of installing contemporary art within the Château’s historical skeletal 

structure is a critique of both historical and contemporary museum models. The 

contemporary critique is yet another rejection of the “white cube.” The installations of these 

art works are careful not to disrupt the former decoration and are meant to feel like an 

organic part of the whole. Jean Hubert-Martin states, “The artists’ creations are discrete 

and respect the décor, occasionally becoming part of it.”  It would seem like the mixture 101

of the ornate 16th century interior and 20th century installations is a relapse to horror vacui – 

an impulse to fill all empty spaces with decoration. This could cause a stimulus overload for 

visitors, but in the château this is not true for the art of two periods actually complement 

each other. A critique of this vision is that the juxtaposition of old and new art is in fact not 

innovative and has been explored in great detail. Although this is true, Château d’Oiron is 

not just about contrasting periods but Jean-Hubert’s intention was to create a total design 

inspired by the curiosity tradition, and therefore the critical position has already been taken 

into account.  

A clear instance of this is in the Galerie des Chevaux located in the château’s 

Gothic-style courtyard (fig 28). In the 16th century Claude Gouffier once hung paintings of 

Henri II’s most beautiful horses. The paintings no longer exist today, so the artist Georg Ettl 

was commissioned to do contemporary spin on the eight horses once depicted in the very 

courtyard on the original wall. Ettl created simple, delicate charcoal drawings of horses that 

look very similar but with closer observation it is realized there is a slight variation – whether 

it is adornment, size of tail, manes, pupils etc. Therefore, Jean-Hubert Martin is not 

necessarily trying to make strange juxtapositions with history but rather allow it to be a 
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poetic dialogue between the past and present. It is much more interesting to view art in this 

kind of setting than a museum with standardized rooms. In addition the contemporary 

depictions are not only add decorative value but also aid the viewer in filling in some of the 

historical gaps.  

Yet although meant the contemporary art acts like a bridge Jean-Hubert Martin is 

careful not to restore a 16th century fortress but to keep it contemporary. With this notion 

he states his opinion of recreating a historical model,  

Instead of suffocating the life out of Oiron and turning to into yet another 
fairy tale castle, it was decided to revive one of the main functions attributed 
to the chateau by the nobility – that being a place of creativity dedicated to 
the pleasures of the mind and the senses. Thus was born the idea of 
commissioning from artists works to inhabit the chateau’s spaces.  102!

Although, most of the installations are subtlety-making reference to the château’s history, 

Guillaume Bijl’s piece Claude Gouffier’s Cabinet previously mentioned is not only a clear 

reference to the past, but also sheds light on the Jean-Hubert Martin’s historical critique. 

Although it is true that piece allows the viewer to peer into the collection practice of the 

past, there is purposely a rope stopping the visitor from entering the room. This creates a 

distance to the recreation and it could be suggested that it is hindering the contemporaries 

to become completely immersed in the past, only obtainable to view from a distance.  

This illusion of the wunderkammer that Guillaume Bijl created is meant to be a 

critique of historical displays. The artist believes that deliberate recreations are problematic, 

because they are always a stagnant representation and an idealization – like something 

coming out of Hollywood.  Bijl’s installation suggests that a historical chronicle recreated 103

as a “fairy-tale” is inherently problematic. It is true that the piece is an elaborate installation, 

and illuminates the curiosity tradition for those unfamiliar to the notion. However, the 
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recreation looks purposely staged and unnatural. Instead of being a room of marvels, it is 

hokey, and feels strikingly out of place amongst the other poetic interpretations within the 

château. Bijl’s peice is noting the contemporary problem of representing past argued by the 

postmodern critic Baudrillard who states that all interpretations of the past are fragmented 

and not fully understood.  Therefore, like the “stink ant installation” at the Museum of 104

Jurassic Technology, Bijl’s piece helps identify Château d’Oiron’s intentions through an anti-

embodiment. Jean-Hubert Martin did not want the château to be historically recreated, 

because he felt it would cause it to be frozen in time, and this piece testifies that his fears 

were justified.   

!
!!!

5. THE CONTINUATION:

Subsequent Phase of Unconventionality
!
Since the establishment of the Museum of Jurassic Technology and Château 

d’Oirion, the wunderkammer or curiosity tradition has continued to grow in popularity, and 

in the 21st century it has turned into a cultural phenomenon. Adaptations and explorations 

have influenced spheres outside of art and museums including a magazine featuring 

various themes and disciplines in each issue, entitled Cabinet ; a glossy-illustrated coffee 105

table book by Patrick Mauries; a website titled “Atlas Obscura” which brings together all the 

curious or wondrous places in the world.  The artist Mark Dion, who has referred to the 106

curiosity tradition in his installations since the early 90’s, sheds light on this trend,  
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Now it seems that the paradigm of the curiosity cabinet has become 
remarkably familiar… the model has been rescued from the dustpan of 
history… it would seem that the goals of those of us who desire to revive 
aspects of the model have been fulfilled. Yet, many of the attitudes towards 
these cabinets merely reenact them, or constitute them as a historical 
model rather than a living one.   107!

 This remark made in 2003 notes that the fascination with the curiosity cabinet is not just 

shared by historians or scholars, but now includes a wider audience. In the contemporary 

world, there is a strong general interest in all things “curious”, yet it seems questionable 

how long the allure will last. However, almost another decade of time has passed since this 

interview, and the sentiment of wonder has not faltered.  

Today, the curiosity cabinet is still being explored. A recent example is the Museum 

of Old and New Art, or Mona, in Tasmania, Australia. It has been described as a “radically 

innovative institution”  as it hinges on creating an emotional experience to make visitors 108

feel uncomfortable but also inspired and intellectually stimulated. Since it was designed to 

provoke visitor’s reactions, one could suggest that the museum is an expression of the 

“living model” that Mark Dion spoke of. Mona displays artifacts and contemporary art side-

by-side in a chaotic disposition. It embraces controversial topics and its focus is on visitors’ 

reactions. Despite these unconventionalities, within two years it has received an 

outstanding amount of attention, which for the most part is perceived favorable amongst its 

visitors.  With this particular resurgence of the wunderkammer, it will be explored why the 109

Mona is unexpected and engages individuality.  

!
The Museum of Old and New Art


5.1.The Subversive Adult Disneyland 
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!
	 The Museum of Old and New Art located in Tasmania Australia that opened in 

January 2011 is an underground institution (fig 29). Quite literally it is built below the 

surface, but the other connotations can be derived – alternative, radical, or experimental – 

also correspond to the museum’s intentions. In its opening weekend the premiere brought 

1400 Friday night and 4500 the following day.  David Walsh, the director and founder of 110

the museum, has been collecting objects for his own personal pleasure, and then decided 

to make his collection public. Spending the better part of his life as a professional gambler, 

he is an untrained museum professional, and introduces himself as an “arseholic”, who built 

a museum “because he could.”  His logos are mostly incomprehensible , while his 111 112

ethos is entirely built upon arrogance and sharp wit.  

The arrival to the Mona is not a simple feet, and the only way to get to the museum 

is by taking a ferry. Although secluded, the museum was estimated to bring 120,000 

visitors to Hobart within its first year and so the remote location does not seem to hinder 

people from visiting.  A portion of the structure is above ground, but it is quite small, so 113

there is a mystery as to what is beneath. In the catalogue written about the museum, titled 

Monanisms, David Walsh described the museum to be a “subversive adult Disneyland”  114

The entrance of the museum is a tennis court, which is where visitors line up and wait to 

take the elevator to go down into Mona’s underground labyrinth. This plays into the idea of 
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“Disneyland” because people are lining up to ride down, which is a purposely-contrived 

experience. Upon leaving the elevator, the visitors are officially in the museum, and instead 

of approaching a ticket office or information desk the first encounter is a bar. This is key to 

David Walsh’s intention of making the museum entertaining and light-hearted. In the 

introduction of Monanisms he crudely explains,  

There is a bar. We have bands and djs, which will piss off academics. 
Pissing off academics is fun… Revisiting despised artworks with a 
newfound alcohol-induced critical eye can be fun. And when you drink 
alcohol you need to go the toilet more often. We have a toilet which, by dint 
of cleverly arranged mirrors, allows you to see your own arse. That’s gotta 
be fun. If it isn’t it should be.    115

!
After passing the bar, and entering the exhibition space visitors are then given a handheld 

device, about the size of an iPod called the “O”, which is the informational component to 

the museum. The device is meant to be a guide through the exhibit and shows the user’s 

location on an interactive map, and indicates which piece he or she is standing in front of. It 

also provides artists’ statements, quotes, and David Walsh’s comments, which vary in 

depth from piece to piece. Since the “O” is the main source of information, there is no 

signage accompanying the displays.  It could be suggested that this allows visitors to 116

have the choice to be engaged in reading the texts or just be immersed in the experience. 

The “O” is designed to be informational yet the text is often times aloof and does not give a 

complete picture. The museum contains disparate objects that have been brought together 

with no apparent theme, specific time period, or consideration and David Walsh explains 

that,  “Mona was built to be discovered gradually.” Perhaps David Walsh is using his 

museum as an experiment, to observe how much uncertainty can be incorporated in the 

exhibition before visitors feel frustrated by the experience. Validation of this notion is that 
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the “O” actually tracks where the visitor goes in the museum and how long each visitor 

stands in front of each piece.  117

	 Given the highly explicit nature of the museum, it can be suggested that David 

Walsh’s intention is also to test visitors’ shock levels. Subjects such as suicide bombers 

and a transgendered nude are in fact emotionally heavy they have been included to initiate 

debates or thoughts about contemporary culture, which visitors can make opinions via their 

“O” device.  David Walsh is aware that many of his artworks may not be suitable for 118

everyone and for rooms that visitors may want to skip warning is given. An obvious 

example is the route lined with velvet red curtains leading to highly explicit content of 

graphic videos, or the “Death Gallery” where visitors must leap on stones over water to get 

to the installation (fig 30). There is one room in the Mona has a large installation with bright 

strobe lights, which it is warned those sensitive to such “experiences” should not enter. 

These cautions resemble those given in amusement parks before entering a ride or 

attraction, and the museum is in a sense mimicking these standards. However, some 

shocking pieces are shocking are not accompanied with “warning” labels, such as the 

installation titled Coaca (fig 31) – a machine that makes a form similar to excrement 

everyday at 2:00 pm, which evokes disgust as well as shock.  

Besides experience the underground passageways and shocking material there are 

other layers of discomfort added to the visit. One is the called the “Natural Tour”, where 

everyone in the tour is nude, including the tour guide and security guards throughout the 

museum.   David Walsh goes to great lengths to make the experience uncomfortable for 119
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his visitors, and he admits, “Maybe dealing with us wasn’t easy for you.”  With these 120

notions outlined, it seems many visitors would find the experience in the Mona to be a 

negative one. However, with the thousands of visitors that have flocked to the museum and 

affirmative articles written – it seems people are thriving on Mona’s innovative methods.  121

Despite its “shocking” intentions it could be suggested that the popularity associated with 

Mona is a critique of contemporary culture, for we have become overly desensitized to 

themes like sex and death. The problematic issue is how long can Mona continue to 

engage its visitors with shock, awe, wonder, or disgust, before it becomes passé? How 

many visitors will return to Mona, and how often? The visual arts curator Sarah Durling 

does not expect the crowds to falter anytime soon. She states, “most people who have 

gone in have been so overwhelmed and so visually stimulated that they say, ‘I’ve got to 

come back, there’s so much more to see.”  Yet others feel, “(Mona) will have to “keep 122

promising new treats; its going to need more and more outrage. And if the reality does not 

live up to the promises they will stop showing up.”  It seems the key is that the visitor 123

experiences that David Walsh has created is not an end in itself but an experiment with a 

deadline. He is not ignorant to this reality and even the tagline of the museum is “an 

evolving evolution”  suggesting there is not an end-all-solution. 124

!
5.2.A Living Wunderkammer or a 21st Century Barnum’s? 
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Although much confusion is found in the museum, one clear indication of the 

museum’s intention is in the name, for the visitor will in fact find “old” and “new” art within 

the darkened corridors. The interrelation of various objects harks back to the 

wunderkammer tradition, however this is not unique to David Walsh’s museum. The 

juxtaposition of artifacts and contemporary art it is an idea that has adopted by many 

museums and temporary exhibitions since the very beginnings of the kunstkammer 

tradition itself. The Mona has an eclectic collection of artifacts and art because the objects 

were in David Walsh’s private collection. Everything was in the Mona’s collection is an 

expression of David Wilson’s taste, only then was it decided to build a museum to house 

the objects and put them on public display. The idea of many objects collected for 

individual interest is part of the curiosity tradition and the phase may also follow suit. When 

opening his collection to the public, David Walsh had the opportunity to try to make sense 

of the collection by making distinctive categories. A sense of order is not necessarily 

apparent in the museum’s display, however there is a cautious decision in presenting the 

meanings by highlighting various themes.  

As described above there is much of the museum that hinges on shock-factor and 

light-hearted entertainment, which does not relate to the wunderkammer tradition but 

rather to the sideshow tradition at Barnum’s museum. However, the Mona does have a 

scientific approach embedded. This begins with the exterior of the museum, where nothing 

alludes to what is inside causing visitors to imagine what is within. This is in opposition to 

most museums that have an imposing façade to communicate their role as a repository of 

knowledge. David Walsh comments on this by stating,  

Most public galleries and museums, and most temples, churches, 
synagogues, mosques, etc. are built to make the visitor feel small in the 
presence of greatness… All of this seems to be designed to inculcate a 
sense of inferiority, to prepare you for the instilling you play no part in this 
process except that of an empty vessel being filled. In my opinion that is not 
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how knowledge is acquired. Gradualism is a better description. Learning 
though increments…  125!

Instead of being presented with artist statements and organized period rooms, the visitor 

has the opportunity to interpret, draw their own hypotheses, and discover. David Walsh 

directly makes reference to the curiosity tradition, “In the wunderkammer, they wanted the 

mystery to be maintained. Their unicorn horns didn’t have labels. They were just objects of 

wonder.”  With this notion, the emphasis is put on observation of the object itself rather 126

than understanding the accompanied words. Mona revolves around guesswork and 

experiments – a laboratory for discovering knowledge. As explored in the previous case 

studies this is a notion intrinsic to the historical wunderkammer tradition.  

	 Many visitors may not realize this connection to the historical curiosity cabinet, 

however, alongside Mona’s “evolving” collection, is a new temporary exhibition directly 

making reference to the 16th century practice, titled Theatre of the World.  The exhibition’s 127

curator is Jean-Hubert Martin – Château d’Oiron’s former artistic director. David Walsh first 

became interested in Jean-Hubert Martin’s work in 2009 when he went to the Venice 

Biennale and observed Martin’s exhibition titled Arttempo. It was a co-curated exhibition 

with Tijs Visser, and David Walsh noted that,  

Jean-Hubert Martin saw the world not as a chaotic mass but as a series of 
signals, and those signals were signaling the same message. All things are 
one thing and that one thing is, in turn, obvious and exotic and beautiful and 
plain and elegant and prosaic and deep and shallow and rich with a 
richness that makes all things grand.  128
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Although this observation may seem contradicting, the exhibition reflects the chaos found 

in the world and how humanity finds beauty in order. Arttempo and the new exhibition at 

Mona celebrate this notion and discover innovative methods of categorization in the 

contemporary. David Walsh goes on to say that “our understanding deepens throughout 

time” but what has remained constant is our “need to understand” and Jean-Hubert 

Martin’s Theatre of the World exhibition is a way for visitors to exert this need.  This aligns 129

with the historical reference of “theatre”, which is defined as “the principle site in which this 

process of demystification occurs”  or a place to make sense of the world.  130

Jean-Hubert Martin’s inspiration for the exhibition was from Giulio Camillo’s Memory 

Theatre of the 16th century. As previously mentioned it was a complex system built to be an 

aid in memorizing the various elements within the world. A system of knowledge was built, 

yet had inevitable shortcomings because of the impossibility to create a complete, 

analogical system of humanity. However, as Jean-Hubert Martin notes, in the contemporary 

we have another system to aid our memories – that being the Internet. He goes on to say,  

One might hope that, freed of the burden of memorization, the mind could 
concentrate on reflection. This would be one way of restoring our ability to 
elaborate a synthetic overview of human knowledge.   131

!
The exhibition displays various objects from all different periods, and puts them side-by-

side. In the catalogue the pieces are each shown separately on each page, so little 

information is provided about the juxtapositions Martin made in the exhibition. However, he 

does admit that the comparison of two objects is based on “shape or function is quickly 
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exhausted.” Therefore is intentions are to draw parallels between many objects. In addition 

de-compartmentalization and reorganization allows for new associations between artworks 

to be made, such as an exhibition on “animal life.”  No labels are present for Jean Hubert-132

Martin argues that we should not “burden the past with the weight of history.”  It hinges 133

on focusing on the visual aspects, and making self-determined relations of the objects. 

Meanings should not just be presented but rather acquired slowly with detailed examination 

of a specific object.  This is in direct correlation to the wunderkammer tradition, for the 134

historical objects are being understood by observing. There is always a fascination with the 

past, but this exhibition asks why. Yet instead of allowing one to marvel at the object’s age, 

where it is from, or its purpose during its time, this exhibition forces one to be in wonder of 

the object itself. John Hubert-Martin further explains,  

…Here the viewers see the object, and that is enough. That idea harkens 
back to the Renaissance view that art and knowledge are inextricably 
intertwined. This art is visual poetry.  135

!
Theatre of the World offers an alternative when presenting history. Jean Hubert-Martin 

realizes that even past objects are part of the contemporary world, and it is impossible to 

fully recreate history in its original contexts. Simply viewing an object may not be informative 

or educational in the way the contemporary perceives as learning, however, it was very 

valuable in the Renaissance.  

	 Many times in contemporary display, visitors become obsessed with finding the 

“important” pieces solely by looking at artist names or titles. However, the addition of text is 
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not a part the Theatre of the World, in the 16th century or the 2012 version. Jean Hubert-

Martin contends, 

The pedagogy of a docile museum is conformist the museum of 
enchantments seeks to seduce and bewitch. In the latter, the juxtapositions 
of two heterogeneous objects can illuminate their meaning or function by 
visual means alone… The relations now established may call for new 
clarifications. Such interpretations require a degree of liberty in which humor 
may come to play distancing role.  136

!
Although Jean Hubert-Martin argues that displaying art visually is more efficient, there are 

many visitors may find it illogical to get have labels disappear in museum displays all 

together. The display of objects with no texts may be ideal, yet it is important to keep in 

mind that textual components are because it offers a solid educational aspect. However, 

with many studies and exhibitions harkening back to the Renaissance conventions, it 

seems that many are craving for a change to be made, and so finding the right amount of 

text that gives information, but still leaves room for curiosity, must be obtained for future 

displays.  

!
5.3.The Museum’s Niche in the Age of Internet 

In the contemporary world there is a constant surface of information with a click of 

a TV channel, a newsstand, or even a label-heavy exhibition. Then with the invention of the 

Internet, finding information was simplified even further with the Google search engine. 

David Walsh comments,  

In these enlightened electronic days everyone is a researcher. I don’t think 
it’s necessary to give you all the basic facts about the works in the gallery or 
the book. If you want to know go to Google. Instead, we are going to mess 
with your heads.  137!
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All repositories of information are without a doubt crucial; yet with every question so easily 

answered the skills needed have changed. Finding information is no longer an issue, but 

now it is important to know how to effectively process it all. On a day-to-day basis, we 

encounter many concepts loaded with facts, opinions, fabrications, certainties, and 

ambiguities. It is mentally impossible for our brains to process and decipher all the 

information that is presented before us at every second, so our comprehension is often an 

“illusion of understanding.”  David Walsh states that the Mona is meant to allow the 138

visitors to reflect and process some of the excess information that is constantly expanding, 

or the “extra-bandwidth.”   139

However, in opposition to some museum traditions, Mona is consciously 

incomprehensible. When viewing the exhibition, it is up to the visitor to process the ideas 

themselves, not the institution. By being purposely obscure, Mona has created an 

environment where visitors can exercise the skill of processing information. From a societal 

standpoint, it could be argued that Mona is counterproductive and institutionally immoral 

because there is little educational value; yet, its theories lie in problem solving and critical 

thinking which are of essence. In the 21st century the Internet is a repository of diverging 

information, and so strengthening one’s own voice and articulating thoughts is more 

important than ever. David Walsh summons his visitors to this practice by allowing them to 

put the scattered pieces together themselves. This is completely in opposition to post-war 

museum practices, for one of a museum’s distinct purposes is provide visitors with their 

interpretations, moreover, many people are accustomed to museums presenting all the 

facts, dates, and descriptions.  
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Yet a museum can provide more than information, it can also be about creating a 

specific experience. In an interview with Hobart-based critic Timms he feels that 

contemporary art is often “put on a pedestal” and visitors often feel do not understand why 

this is so. Timms suggests that many museum displays are stiff while “at Mona, art is 

entertainment, it’s cabaret, it’s theatre. Mona is the world’s first no-bull art museum that 

says to people, ‘Don’t worry, have fun.’”  Yet there is a fine line with the incorporation of 140

entertainment and wonder into museums because of the loss of educational value. There is 

a distinct difference in wonder that transfers to critical thinking and mindless wonder like 

watching a car crash or skimming a Hollywood tabloid. Correlating with these examples 

Timms continues, “I’m not sure that’s a good thing, or a sign of a healthy culture, but it’s 

honest!”  

The notion that Mona is “honest” with its intentions is in fact something to take into 

account. Museums have been put into a strange predicament, where they must cater to 

people of ages and specialties while providing intellectual worth for all levels. Many 

museums put great effort in fulfilling these conditions but David Walsh does not do so by 

following tradition models of providing information and display. Instead he feels that the 

visitor’s encounter should be challenging, but also amusing. The root of David Walsh’s 

intentions are to draw visitors in by the awe-factor however create experiences that 

provoke critical thinking. Mona confronts visitors with unknowns, but allows the opportunity 

to try to make sense of them. Through these examinations it can be concluded that the 

institution, curator, or artist’s platform is shifting to become the visitors’ platform – a podium 

for people to inquire, investigative, interpret, and above all think as an individual.  

!!!
CLOSING THOUGHTS:
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A Reflection on Embracing Curiosity


As explored above, the Museum of Jurassic Technology, Château d’Oiron and the 

Museum of Old and New, each catapult its viewer into a state of marvel or awe, while 

allowing individual inquiry to flourish. The museum as an authoritative platform is 

scrutinized, and new methods of display are implemented, allowing for objects to be 

observed from a fresh perspective. After examining each of these three postmodern 

museums the question is, are these unconventionalities going to change the future of 

museums? Should the revival of “curiosity” in the museum be embraced or is it just a 

fleeting experiment?  

	 From examining the curiosity tradition from a historical point of view, it is crucial to 

keep in mind that one of the reasons curiosity ended was that it became viewed as 

frivolous and no longer of intellectual substance. Therefore, if more museums displays are 

to incorporate the notion of curiosity, then it seems important that the museum’s original 

intent as an educational institution is not disregarded. Presenting fabrications or minimum 

labels are indeed original, but to many visitors these factors could be perceived as 

incomprehensible and non-educational. If museums become too experience heavy and 

hinge on entertainment, then they could start to resemble Barnum’s museum, which 

historically was controversial and certainly not considered educationally stimulating. The 

Museum of Old and New Art’s elements of spectacle are getting close to Barnum’s 

concept, but as outlined, still have intellectual value. In addition it has been culturally 

contrived that a “museum” is a repository of knowledge and so it would take time for a 

museum to completely disassociate from these principles.  

In that sense, unconventional museums are treading a fine line, but by 

implementing new ideas, they test what is beneficial for museum displays. Like the 

traditions of the curiosity cabinet, the museum should be considered a place for 
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investigation, and time will tell what contemporary innovations are successes. All three case 

studies are not the status quo, which suggests that museums are becoming more 

individual and less burdened by following a set of convention. Traditionally, museums with 

great success have been used as the model for other museums to follow. From natural 

history museums to art museums , many institutions are simply following a well-worn 141

path. By appropriating particular methods, a standardized cultural experience has been 

created. Of course the objects and collections differ from museum to museum, but the 

displays are often quite similar. Perhaps that is why there are some people find museums 

unexciting, because they know what to expect, and there is little element of surprise. In 

light of these observations David Walsh concurs,  

The great repositories of Western civilization, such as the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York are amazing, but you basically get what you expect… 
There’s nothing that has the capacity to change you or who you are. Mona 
gives you appropriate cues about what to expect, so there’s no mind-set 
we’re driving you into. I’m trying to give you a capacity to explore and 
engage individuality.  142!

Therefore, it seems that the 21st century is seeing a cultural rebirth, where museums are 

creating a path in finding a unique niche, and the revival of curiosity has paved the way for 

museums to take on distinct roles in becoming original. This is apparent with the displays 

and the interactions visitors are having in these spaces, which allows various levels of 

individualized experience. Inquisitive individuals have caused rise for change, which is 

needed in many aspects of the contemporary world. Although the questions posed are not 

completely answered, these platforms allow for ambiguities to be put to the test and to find 

alternative methods to strengthen museums and the future of cultural endeavors.  

!!!
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